Chadwick Walenga
Mission & Values Statement
MISSION
Chadwick Walenga and his team is based in White Cloud, Michigan with his Mission being as follows:
• To facilitate Chadwick's obedience to God’s calling on his life, as expressed in his writing and storytelling.
• To teach and demonstrate all facets of Biblical intimacy, encompassing prayer and intercession, music and art,
preaching and teaching.
• To provide protection, for Chadwick and Amy.
VALUES
Chadwick Walenga sets out the following as core values:
Intimacy and Belonging
We believe that the foundation of our lives both personally and corporately in the community is that the Scriptures contain
the narrative through which we can live out Intimacy and Belonging in our relationships with God, Our Self, Each Other,
and Creation.
Henceforth, in our ministry we are determined to live this out in such a way that is pure and not consumed with the future,
fortune and fame of men - nor the fear of men, but instead we are consumed with the feelings of the pursuing heart of the
Bridegroom, God. We believe that when one attempts to please the heart of man in a ministry setting (ie: service,
conference, etc.) there is no guarantee that the God's will may be accomplished. However, when one focuses solely on
seeking Biblical Intimacy in all of our relationships, then a true sense of belonging can be established.
As ta teacher, Chadwick is not an actor nor entertainer but rather a minister of the Gospel. As as minister of this Gospel, he
attempts to communicate humanities heart to God and God’s heart to humanity. Hence, his ministry is very free-flowing as
opposed to being planned, scripted and choreographed. As such, he seeks at all times to be sensitive to the feelings of the
Father’s heart; the presence of the Bridegroom Son, Jesus; and to the activity of the promised Holy Spirit.
Intimate Ministry
We believe that the most productive, fruitful and authentic ministry offered by Chadwick Walenga occurs in ‘team’ ministry
versus ‘individual’ ministry. To him, a key element in teaching ministry is that of trust not talent; and the ‘intimate’
relationship God has given Chadwick and Amy is the basis for such trust. Our relationship is intentional on being centered
on Biblical Intimacy, and helps Chadwick to minister freely regardless of the ministry setting. Hence, when Chadwick
ministers at a church, conference, etc. he works only with Amy in determining direction and message.
Honorariums and Finances
We believe that the provision (or lack thereof) of finances needed for Chadwick to teach is one signpost to us as to whether
or not we are following God’s will. As such, we do not spend any of our ministry time or resources on fund raising. We have
no ministry partners and make no solicitations. Rather, we look to God to fund the ministry solely through honorariums, free
will offerings, sales of our own ministry resources and unsolicited donations.
100% of all revenue generated (including resource sales, record contracts, etc.) belongs to Chadwick and Amy. Chadwick
receives a salary based upon the reasonable needs of his family. In order to schedule and facilitate the orderly selection of
ministry requests, Chadwick continually develops the “Standard Ministry Agreement” and sets forth appropriate
honorariums that reflect the cost of conducting the various types of ministry events. These things are necessary to make sure
that our communications with churches, conferences, etc. are clearly set forth and easily understood.

